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Editorial Note
 Nature and Environment Journal, the fourth issue, has been honored by General Dapong 
Ratanasuwan, Minister of Natural Resources and Environment, to have interview on guidelines and urgent 
policies in order to “Return Happiness Return Natural Resources and Environment to Thai People”. 
The cover story is “View on Future of Environment and Thai People”, which provides perspective and 
factors in economy, social, and politics that have future impacts on Thai environment. Moreover, there are 
many interesting articles, such as “Transboundary Integrated ood Management and Adaptation Planning 
to Climate Change in Elbe River Basin”, since Elbe is the major waterways of central Europe that have 
integrated water resources management in order to be ready for incoming challenges. Another article is 
“The Application of DPSIR Approach to Evaluate a State of Wetland” that is the study of status, threat, 
and drivers, etc. that have caused changes to Buengsifai in Phichit province. And much more interesting 
articles on natural resources and environment can be found in this issue.
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(Draft) Policy and Plan to the Enhancement and Conservation 
of the National Environmental Quality Act B.E. 2550-2579  
 The Of ce of Natural Resources and Environmental Policy 
and Planning, in cooperation with Sasin Institute for Global Affairs 
(SIGA), under Sasin Graduate Institute of Business Administration of 
Chulalongkorn University, hosted a seminar to brainstorm amongst 
related development entities on draft of the National Policy and Plan 

EIA Monitoring Awards 2014  
 The Of ce of Natural Resources and Environmental 
Policy and Planning (ONEP) had awarded the enterprises that 
well aligned their operations with the environmental impact 
assessment report and had outstanding environmental 
management in 2557 (B.E.). The award was “EIA  Monitoring 
Awards 2014”. In addition, ONEP arranged special discussion 
regarding “EIA  Reform?”, as well as held an exhibition on 
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to Promote and Maintain Environmental Quality 2560-2579 (B.E.). The seminar was held at Intercontinental 
Hotel, Bangkok, on 21st November 2557 (B.E.). It was honored by General Dapong Ratanasuwan, Minister of 
Natural Resources and Environment, to be the chairman, and to deliver opening remark, as well as Mr. Kasemsun 
Chinnavaso, Secretary General of Of ce of Natural Resources and Environmental Policy and Planning (ONEP), 
to give introduction speech. The seminar was aimed to present the output of the research on Long-term 
Strategies to Promote and Maintain Environmental Quality Project, and to discuss draft of the National Policy and 
Plan to Promote and Maintain Environmental Quality 2560-2579 (B.E.) amongst related development entities 
approximately 200 participants, including representatives from government agencies, private companies, social 
associates, academic institutes, NGOs, and media, had participated in the seminar.

“Environmental Management Projects in Organizations” which was presented by more than 20 state and private 
enterprises that had been awarded. The activities were organized at Centra Government Complex Hotel and 
Convention Center in Bangkok, on 17th December 2557 (B.E.). This event was honored by General Dapong 
Ratanasuwan, Minister of Natural Resources and Environment, to be chairman of the prize-giving event. 
Recently, there were more than 6,000 projects that EIA reports were required and had to be approved by the 
Expert Committee to consider the  Environmental Impact Assessment (Project). The award was aimed to 1) 
encourage entrepreneurs and other related entities, including state and private enterprises, to continuously and 
effectively comply with environmental strategies  speci ed in EIA; 2) motivate and esteem the outstanding 
projects, as good representatives that were aligned with environmental practices and; 3) to promote the 
signi cance of environmental impact reduction and prevention.  This year, there were 83 projects, including 14 
mine projects, 10 communities and accommodation projects, 15 transportation projects, 16 energy projects, 
15 manufacturing projects, 10 petrochemical projects, and 3 water resources development projects.  
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 Thailand is one of ASEAN countries with abundant ecosystems and pleasant environment. Since 
the environment is complex and closely related to geographic conditions, topography, geology, living 
creatures, life style, belief, economy, social, and politics, the achievement of environmental resolutions 
has not improved much. Professor Dr. Mingsulp Khaosa-ard, president of Public Policy Studies Institute 
Foundation, has conducted many academic studies and researches, on economy, social, and 
environment. One of her works that have been widely recognized and accepted is a Good Public Policy 
Promotion Plan, which has been developed in coordination with researchers from the Future of 
Thailand Team. The plan has compiled knowledge and research output during 2552-2556 B.E. in order 
to re ect Thai life in current context and trend in the future. The study has presented many interesting 
issues in natural resources and environment. Hence, the editor team of Nature and Environment 
Journal has sought her permission to convey such knowledge and crucial policies to our readers in order 
to exhibit future of Thai environment so that Thai people can be aware and prepare to handle foreseen 
environmental situation in the future.

View on Future View on Future of Environment of Environment 
andand  Thai PeopleThai People

by Editorial Board

Nature and Environment
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Changes and challenges in Thai society 
related to previous situations of natural 
resources and environment
 According to researches on “the Future of 
Thailand” series, there has been a study and 
assessment on changes of social, economy, as well as 
natural resources and environment, at national level. 
The study has compiled knowledges derived from the 
Good Public Policy Promotion Plan during the past 5 
years (2552-2556 B.E.) to create scenarios of Thai 
lifestyle in the future. It can be concluded from the 
research that Thai people nowadays have step out from 
agricultural society. On the other word, agriculture has 
not been main income of Thai household anymore. 
Thai living has been more complete and family has 
been downsized while Thai society has moved forward 
to aging society of which population would be more 
sensitive to health risk. Meanwhile, production and 
consumption behavior has generated more burdens to 
the environment. In addition, the globalization in terms 
of travel, tourism, and migration would enhance risk of 
new disease outbreak as well as other related risks and 
impacts.
 Climate change has also been another top 
environmental issue that challenges human being in 
the 21st century. The change has been initiated from 
greenhouse gases emitted to the atmosphere and has 
disturbed stability of nature. Global warming has 
drastically affected future of Thai agriculture 
especially rice yield that has been expected to be 10 
percent less at every 1 degree higher temperature.
Another aspect which is critical to Thai people is that 
climate change has affected differently in different 
areas. For instance, there would be drought in many 
provinces while intense rain has taken place in other 
regions. Consequently, there would be higher 
possibility of natural disasters such as storm surges 
that might occur inversely in different districts.
 R e g a r d i n g  n a t u r a l  r e s o u r c e s  a n d 
environmental issues, Thai people always consider 
drought and deforestation as the root cause of other 

environmental problems; for example, loss of forest 
means loss of animal habitats that affect the ecosystem 
and variety of biology and culture that is related to the 
system. This also links to loss of opportunity and 
alternatives in the future of Thai people. Nevertheless, 
the problem of land management has not related to 
insuf cient space or overcrowded or overpopulation 
but land occupation data has shown that large pieces 
of land of more than 200 acre per piece has been 
possessed. It is about 30% of total land occupation 
with deed. 
 Regarding shery resources, Thailand has 
been ranked top ten of the world’s shery countries 
since 2515 B.E. However, Thailand has over-exploited 

shery resources by over shing as can be seen from 
Catch per Unit Effort (CPUE) that has reduced from 
298 kg/hour in 2504 B.E. to merely 28 kg/hour in 2534 
B.E. Recently, shermen have caught a lot of trash 

sh, small and low economic value sh. In the past 30 
years, coastal area along the gulf of Thailand has been 
severely eroded at about one third or 485 kilometers. 
Coast development, such as beach reclamation and 
harbor construction, has resulted in loss of seaside and 
erosion of shoreline.
 Migrat ion of  popula t ion to  Bangkok 
metropolitan and vicinity during the past 50 years has 
also turned Bangkok to be a primate city and led to 
economic and social inequality even though there have 
been governmental attempts to decentralize to the 
regions. However, to accomplish the decentralization, 
there have to be suf cient public utility and waste 
management system for largercity to deal with 
increasing air pollution from traf c, transportation, 
and city activities.

Environmental and Natural Resources Crisis: 
restorable and proactive work for better quality 
of life
 Prof. Dr. Mingsulp has commented that 
current situation of Thailand has been rapidly 
developed in terms of economy and industry. Such 
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changes have led to environmental and natural 
resources crisis, some of which has been self-
restorable. For instance, water pollution in public 
water resources can be self-improved by taking time 
and owing of water. This can be illustrated by river 
crisis in the North which required serious resolution 
because the waste has not been released from industry 
only, but also from households, communities, and 
service sector. Hence, the cohabitation of community 
and industry has caused environmental impact, i.e. 
more waste water and air pollution, from many 
communities development projects. Moreover, service 
sector, especially tourism, has generated more garbage 
to the community. Therefore, administration of 
big city should apply zero-waste concept that has 
emphasized waste segregation, processing garbage 
into organic fertilizer, appropriate hazardous waste 
management, and recycling the rest (approximately 
10%). This is the illustration of future environmental 
management in metropolitan areas.
 “Natural healing and restoring of environment 
is possible at one level, but beyond that point, it cannot 
be self-curable and will be costly to us.”
 To manage and solve environmental problems 
must be proactive by means of decentralization to local 
authority to take lead as they are representatives of 
local people. In total, there are 8,000 local authorities 
all over the country. They are important mechanism 
representing local community that would take major 
role in environmental management. Currently, many 

local bodies have employed more new generation who 
have better vision and are more proactive. Although 
existing legislation has provided unclear and few 
authorities to local administration pertaining to wide 
gap to apply the law, many local authorities have 
shown their ability to initiate management innovation 
to ef ciently alleviate community standard of living, 
such as management of forest and coastal resources by 
issuing regulations on local conservation of natural 
resources and environment, garbage segregation and 
recycling, and production of biological fermentation, 
etc. However, local administration still requires 
support from central authority as well as legislative 
decentralization to ensure more quality of local life.

Measures or factors that can improve the 
environment
 From the above-mentioned decentralization to 
local authority in order to enforce resolution and 
protection of environment, economic and social 
factors have also taken part to enhance capacity of 
local administration. This can be achieved through 3 
components, i.e. 1) public awareness in environmental 
management and participation from all parties; 
2) economic tools or environmental taxes; and 
3) environmental legislation with strong enforcement. 
 To raise environmental awareness, even it has 
long been promoted, has always required costly budget 
for sending out of cials to organize events or seek 
local participation in environmental management. Key 
factor for success is the community leader who 
hascapacity to manage as arole model and can strongly 
monitor and evaluate local situation of environment 
and resources. In case of forest invasion and 
deforestation by investors or capitalists, for instance, 
locals have to be more responsive to protect their 
community bene ts. On the other word, they have to 
be appropriately educated. For example, global 
warming has sometimes been misunderstood on its 
impact measurement and its severity that locals have to 
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take part to handle and be able to adapt to current and 
future situation. This would be accomplished through 
provision of accurate and continuous educationto local 
community. State entities have to earn precise 
information such as landslide map and fault line that 
has still been found different amongst responsible 
agents.
 The application of economic tools is one of 
crucial mechanisms that stimulate responsibility of 
trouble makers by applying Polluter Pays Principle 
(PPP)  which has  to  be  ser ious ly  enforced. 
Environmental tax, for example, will be applied 
to vehicles that emit high pollution. In order to legalize 
the environmental tax, the enabling legislation must 
be issued to make this economic tool acceptable and 
there must be ef cient tax collection system that can be 
justi ed and support role of local authority.
 Law enforcement is  another tool that 
responsible entities must revise and effectively apply. 
Moreover, new legislation regarding environmental 
management has to be seriously enforced to deal with 
environmental  impacts  from many projects . 
Nowadays, environmental issues have hardly been 
solved due to weak penalty stated by the law. Prof. Dr. 
Mingsulp has stressed that such schemes and tools 
have to be gradually applied. Social tools, also,are to 
stimulate consciousness of bene ts protection in their 
community. This can be accomplished through high 
potential leader who can clarify community bene ts, 
or so-called economic schemes. However, social tools 
would be applicable to small community that is 
controllable. When the community gets too large to be 
manageable on social consciousness, tax or nance 
scheme should be applied as an economic instrument. 
If the nance procedure is not suf ciently effective, 

stronger remedy like legislative measure must be 
employed. The legal tool, however, should be aligned 
with local awareness and economic schemes.
 If the above-mentioned instrument has been 
seriously and ef ciently applied, the positive result of 
environmental management could be expected.
 
Recommendations for future management of 
environment and natural resources
 In the future, Thai people would be more 
aware of environmental problems. Thus, education on 
the application of economic measurement to manage 
environment and perception on correlation of social, 
geography, topography, and life style of cohabitation 
should be integrated to resolve the problem from its 
causes. When Thailand joins the Association of South 
East Asian Nations, more people would be expected to 
migrate into the country. Thisimplies more energy 
consumption, higher competitive industry and 
agr icul ture ,  and more act ivi t ies  that  affect 
environment. Hence, it is necessary to look forward to 
the preventive schemes. Decentralization to local 
community is also vital to country development as it 
can closely response to local needs and can proactively 
manage in various arrangements. However, due to 
inequality in capabili ty of local authorities, 
government and central administration have to support 
by encouraging high competent local units and 
supporting inexperienced entities to alleviate their 
skills. While other countries have taken actions 
solemnly, Thailand has still been indicated far behind 
its neighbor countries. In the future, therefore, it is 
critical to plan proactively and develop sustainable 
development strategies, after joining AEC, to include 
environmental impacts.

/References
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By : Editorial Board

 Current situation of natural resources and 
environment has become critical issues calling for 
public interest as well as requiring serious and 
sustainable management from government, as General 
Dapong Ratanasuwan has been appointed as the 
Minister of Natural Resources and Environment 
under the government of General Prayut Chan-o-cha, 
Prime Minister, since 31st August 2014. The Editorial 
sector of the Nature and Environment Journal 
has been honored from General Dapong Ratanasuwan 
to meet and interview with on the important and 
urgent policies and missions of the Ministry of Natural 

Resources and Environment in order to return 
happiness by restoring natural resources and 
environment for Thai people. The editorial team 
would like to take this opportunity to present our 
appreciation.

Thai Environmental Situation and Crisis that 
the minister has foreseen and emphasized
 “As my career has been in military services 
which involve national security, outsiders might 
perceive that the army involves only war, ghting, and 
protecting the country. Nevertheless, national security 

Return HappinessReturn Happiness
Return Natural Resources Return Natural Resources 

and Environment to Thai Peopleand Environment to Thai People
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has actually been in various 
dimensions, such as security 
in quality of life, in terms of 
education, health, and welfare. 
This includes environmental 
quality. Hence, this is the reason 
whythe aspect of natural resources 
and environment is one of the 
management aspects leading to 
national security. It can, therefore, 
be comprehended in the way that 
natural resources and environment 
are security costs of economy, 
energy, social, and quality of life” The minister said.
 To describe previous situation, rstly, the 
forest area of Thailand in the past 50 years has 
continually decreased. The main cause is forest 
encroachment that has long been occurred and become 
more critical. However, current situation is different 
from the past because, before, green area was 
trespassed for agriculture and habitation while, 
currently, forest has been intruded by in uential 
persons or businessmen who have commercially taken 
advantage by building private houses, resorts, rubber 
planting business, or even encouraging locals to 
invade the forest for corn elds. Moreover, locals are 

nancially motivated to cut down the valuable woods, 
such as teak, Siamese rosewood, and other worthy 
trees.
 Thailand is an agricultural country but when 
population increased, people lifestyle has revolved 
from local community to metropolitan. Also, the 
economy expansion has changed Thai society 
from agricultural-based production to be agricultural 
industry. This has included the promotion of tourism 
services that became major part of national income. 
Such changes in economy and social have resulted in 
environmental deterioration both directly and 
indirectly through human activities. It was also found 
that air pollution, pollution from waste, polluted 
natural water resources, and especially public and 

domestic waste, became chronicand more severe 
problems. This would drastically affect quality of life 
as long as it is not solved in a right direction.
 Regarding the above-mentioned situation of 
environmental crisis, the government has put the issue 
of forest encroachment as the very rst priority. It is 
because once the woods is damaged, the whole 
ecosystem, including soil, water, and wildlife, would 
be affected. Additionally, inappropriate utilization of 
land for agriculture has led to more deforestation. The 
turning of forest into agricultural area caused the 
reduction of forest to 31.57 per cent in 2013.
 Drought, resulted from climate changes, 
as monitored by Meteorological Station, has been 
evidence of increasing temperature in these 10 years 
and the uctuation of annual rainfall. Although 
precipitation all over the country has increased, 
number of raining days has been less and rainfall 
de ciency has occurred in some area. It has also been 
expected that drought will become critical in 2015. 
Thus, water resources management at upstream, 
midstream, and downstream, and water zoning should 
be emphasized.
 Waste and refuse is another environmental 
issue that has severe consequences, including health 
and hygiene problems. The accumulation of refuse that 
has not been appropriately disposed has already 
reached 20 million tons due to increasing population, 
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changes of consumption style, expansion of economy 
and industry, and disposal smuggling of hazard waste 
into public.
 In conclusion, environmental problems have 
become national security issues. Hence, the Ministry 
of Natural Resources and Environment has determined 
these issues as an important national agenda for urgent 
resolution and management.

Paradigm and Urgent Policies for Immediate 
Actions
 Taking lead as the prime minister, General 
Prayut Chan-o-cha assigned policy and direction, 
that is; “sustainably secured nation and wealthy 
people”, in the alignment with the philosophy of 
suf ciency economy. According to governmental 
policy announcement, the Ministry of Natural 
Resources and Environment would be responsible for 
the 9th policywhich is maintaining stability of the 
resource base and creating a balance between 
conservation and sustainable utilization. All related 
problems are signi cant but we need to prioritize them 
of which has wide impact to people and is most 
critical needing immediate action. For example;

 A c c e l e r a t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o t e c t i o n , 
conservation, and rehabilitation of forest and 
wildlife by conducting strategy : “synergy to return 
forest for people”. Instead of tracking down and 
arresting the trespassers as before, the new strategy is 
to arrest capitalists, new intruders and water source 
trespassers. Local public sector has also been 
encouraged to involve in the process of forest 
protection. The tangible outcomes of overall 
operations; for instance, are
 . Suppression  and cessation of forest 
encroachment, according to the order of National 
Council for Peace and Order (information as of 1 Oct. 
– 23 Dec. 2014)
 Fores t  encroachment  :  170  accused , 
29,607–0–37 acres

 Illegal logging : 943 cases, 404 accused, 
2,000.36 cubic meters
 . Development of operation plan to protect 
forest resources, e.g. rehabilitation of conservation 
area for forest resources and wildlife, resolution for 
illegal logging of Siamese rosewood and other 
valuable woods that the World Heritage Committee 
has also paid attention, management of con scated 
logs,  resolution for superimposition of land 
possession, resolution for encroachment of Sirinart 
National Park in Phuket, etc. The urgent issue that has 
already been undertaken is developing plan and 
process to control ivory possession and trade in 
compliance with the Convention on International 
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora. 
Additionally, the ministry of Natural Resources and 
Environment has listed African elephants asprotected 
wildlife, according to Wildlife Preservation and 
Protection Act 2535 B.E. As a result, individual who 
owns ivory or ivory products has to register the 
possession, as enforced by the Ivory Act 2558 B.E., at 
registration point of the Department of National Parks, 
Wildlife, and Plant Conservation, in order to legalize 
the possession and control numbers of ivory.

 Water resources management in both drought 
and ood that require systematic resolution. It can be 
seen that water shortage has caused water snatch that 
became more severe problems. The national water 
management plan, developed by the Ministry of 
Natural Resources and Environment, has included 
water reservoir, water release, and fast water depletion. 
The implementation must be clear and immediate as 
required by a large number of affected areas. Also, the 
operation processes have to integrate plan and budget 
of related entities such as Ministry of Agriculture and 
Cooperatives, Ministry of Interior, etc., in order to prevent 
redundancy, yet to systematically integrate operational 
network, in line with water management policy.
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Management of solid waste and hazardous 
waste according to the road map of National Council 
for Peace and Order to dispose accumulated refuse in 
critical land ll, to initiate appropriate disposal of 
refuse and hazardous waste, to determine procedures 
of waste management, and promote national discipline 
for sustainable management. Consequently, waste 
management was planned to accomplished within 6 
months to resolve critical waste accumulation in 6 
provinces, i.e. Ayudhaya, Lopburi, Nakornpatom, 
Saraburi, Samutprakarn, and Patumthani. Moreover, 
there was a policy to process garbage to be energy 
including setting transportation and trading points. 
Any tourist attractions should also be waste free.

Development of land-use usage and land 
encroachment management system based on the 
Royal Initiative of His Majesty the King to encourage 
coexistent of people and forest since plentiful green 
area would effectively restore other ecosystems. This 
is not only aimed to support poor people who do not 
have their own land, but also crucial governmental 
policy to relief civilian trouble in various dimensions. 
Land allocation through cooperative system, providing 
land to poor people, has to promote and develop 
occupation and marketing in terms of community 
economy based on suf ciency economy, and has to 
develop public utility under appropriate conservation 
of soil and water. Such development, therefore, would 
be directed to initiate positive consciousness in order 
to systematically relief all related problems.

Supportive and management direction 
for national harmony in conservation and 
u t i l i za t ion  of  na tura l  resources  and 
environment in order to achieve security and 
sustainability of resources base
 The Ministry of Natural Resources and 
Environment has long been expected to solve 
environmental problems despite con icts amongst 
conservationist, scholar, and private sector developer 
regarding the utilization of natural resources and 
environment. Some obvious cases arethe case of cable 

car to the top of Phukradueng, the improvement of 
Thanaratch Street to Kao Yai, the construction of 
ecosystem connection roads between Kao Yai 
National Park and Tub-lan Park on Highway Number 
304, the petition against gold mine in Phichit, etc. The 
ministry, therefore, has to administer in relation with 
various dimensions and has to manage by integration 
of all related entities, both internally and externally, in 
order to solve urgent and/or long-term situations that 
are time-consuming and require management 
procedures for sustainable resolution. Academically, 
the signi cant practice has to be based on data 
accuracy in order to make precise decision and to 
accomplish management goals. Hence, the 5S policy 
has become an appropriate guidelines for sustainable 
management of natural resources and environment. 
The policy composes of;
 Stability is to stimulate morale and stability to 
operating staff at all levels.
 Strengthening means the operation that is 
rapid, concise, straightforward, and academically 
standardized.
 Show Transparency  i s  hones t  wi th 
transparent operation that can be veri ed in every step 
and no fraud in all cases.
 Strategy is to determine integrative strategy 
both internally and externally, which is practical for 
operation.
 Sustainable Management is to manage, 
preserve, conserve, and restore natural resources and 
environment to be basis of social quality and economy 
growth for sustainable development of Thailand. 
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 Normally ,  Thais  a lways bel ieve  by 
“feelings” but please believe that building “fake” 
feeling is not as sustainable as building “fact” feeling.

The participation in the Global Community 
and sustainable development goal in the future
 Resulted from United Nations Conference on 
Sustainable Development or Rio+20 in 2555 B.E. and 
the High-Level Political Forum (HLPF) at ministerial 
level in 2556-2557 B.E., it was commonly agreed that 
today challenges are;1) climate change; 2) water, 
energy, and food security; 3) employment stimulation 
and poverty eradication. If these 3 dimensions can be 
integrated into sustainable development, the economy 
and social growth development would be justi ed and 
lead to appropriate resource utilization. Even though it 
is an international obligation that causes Thailand to 
coordinate with the Global Community, Thailand is 
preliminarily ready and can take this opportunity for 
cooperation and investment in various sectors, as well 
as systematically handling environmental problems. 
The Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment 
has also clearly determined the operational policy to 
support and carry out the ministry roles. For example, 
the adaptation based on ecosystem has been directed to 
increase capability to deal with climate change and to 
reduce disaster risk. In order to bene t all related 
entities, the improvement of water management to 
equally provide access to clean water sources. On the 
one hand, the role has included propelling the country 
to be environmental-friendly economy and society 
which currently is earth conservation trend that has 
also been commercially used in both manufacturing 
and service sectors. On the other hand, consumers 
have tended to consider environmental-friendly goods 
while the government has enacted law, determined 
standard, and promoted environmental-friendly 
products. Moreover, to prepare for entering ASEAN 
Community in 2558 B.E., Thailand has developed the 
ASEAN Environmental Blueprint, e.g.1) management 
and protection of cross-border pollution including 

wild re and fog by determining preventive procedures 
to strictly control burning agricultural eld and swamp 
forestand developing guidelines and responsibility on 
reduction of accumulated hot spot by the year 2558; 2) 
water management for the whole system to create 
balance among water resources, biotic variety, 
lifestyle, and energy security; 3) suppression of trade 
smuggling of wild plant and wildlife. Also, there is an 
informal cooperative and learning network such as 
award for environmental-friendly city and procedures 
to promote quality of life in metropolitan by initiating 
“low-carbon society”.

Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment 
with determination to return happiness to Thai 
people
 The government has intended to solve all 
national problems although there are large numbers of 
redundant issues. If the Government is unable to 
suppress the destruction of natural resources and 
environment, there would be an impact to the country 
by inducing damage to economy, social, national 
security, and environment. In a short period of 2558, 
the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment 
would like to regain forest to the country without 
causing trouble to poor citizens, to allocate land for the 
poors, to provide suf cient clean water, and to promote 
garbage-free community and tourist attraction. 
Nowadays, what we have in Thai society is the strength 
in all sectors. There are only the conceptualization and 
procedures that need to be appropriately adjusted to 
carry out concrete actions. It is necessary to gain 
coordination from related entities to nd appropriate 
guidelines. Also, all sectors in Thai society need to 
co-design the best practice for both short and long term 
to ensure that Thailand is in good environment and 
progress forward.
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Introduction
 The Elbe river basin is shared by 4 countries-
Germany (65.5%), Czech Republic (33.7%), Austria 
(0.6%) and Poland (0.2%). The upper Elbe basin in the 
Czech Republic consists mostly of highlands and low 
mountains. The middle part is a lowland area in central
and northern Germany. The lower part runs through 
the German lowland to the North Sea and is affected 
by the tidal regime of the North Sea. Due to the 
different characteristics in the different parts of the 
river basin, a variety of ood types occur. Since the 
1980s, ood frequency appears to have increased. 
 In main river basins of central Europe such 
as Elbe, Rhine and Danube extreme ood events 
happened in 2002, 2006, 2011 and 2013. The 2002 
and 2013 oods showed quite a change in terms of 

*Director of Natural Resources and Environmental Management Coordination Division
Of ce of Natural Resources and Environmental Policy and Planning

frequency (more often) and intensity. It reveals  that 
the 2002 and 2013 oods caused a lost about 6.9 
billion euros and 1.3 billion euros, respectively. In 
Magdeburg, Germany, for instance, the ood of about 
5,000 cubic meters/second was much more than 
expected. It was found that protection scheme was 
technically designed for 100-year return period, but 
faced up to 500-year return period in reality (Figure 1).

Management principle and practices
 The management principle of Integrated Flood 
Management (IFM) has been recently applied to all 
EU river basins. IFM refers to the integration of land 
and water management in a river basin using a 
combination of measures. These focus on coping with 

TRANSBOUNDARY INTEGRATED FLOOD MANAGEMENT 

AND ADAPTATION PLANNING TO CLIMATE CHANGE

IN . . . ELBE RIVER BASIN
Dr.Nawarat Krairapanond*

Figure 1: Flood events of the Elbe river in Grimma and  Magdeburg of Germany in 2013
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oods within a framework of integrated water resources 
management (IWRM). The principle is based around 
the concepts of exibility and adaptability, using measures 
which can be easily altered or are robust to changing 
conditions. It is also based on the principle of reducing 
vulnerability through building resilience and 
developing a cul ture of  prevention through 
preparedness rather than reactive response alone.
 Living harmoniously with oods is an 
important strategic option in IFM,  which seeks to 
integrate land and water resources development in a 
river basin within the context of IWRM and manage 

oods based on risk management principles in order to 
optimize the net bene ts from oodplains while 
minimizing the loss of life from ooding. Both IWRM 
and IFM encompass the main principles of the ecosystem 
approach by considering the entire basin ecosystem as 
a unit and by accounting for the effects of economic 
interventions in the basin as a whole. 
 IFM is based on 6 key elements including 
i) adopting a river basin approach to ood management,
ii) bringing a multi-disciplinary approach to ood 
management, iii) reducing vulnerability and risks 
(susceptibility of people, livelihoods and infrastructure)
due to ooding, iv) addressing climate variability and 
change, v) enabling community participation or 
multi-stakeholders engagement and vi) involving 
experts and civil society in the decision-making 
process. IFM practice in planning can help achieve the 
common goal of sustainable development which 
requires that the decision-making processes of any 
number of separate development authorities be 
coordinated. Every decision that in uences the 
hydrological response of the basin must take into 
account every other similar decision.
  After the 2002 ood 47 ood projects were 
proposed including 1,600 protection measures. Some 
protection measures in historic city are more 
complicated and expensive including 
 1) line measures, e.g. “hidden” mobile 
anti- ooding barriers, xed anti- ood earth dikes, 

reinforced concrete walls and railway embankments 
and 
 2) barriers and equipment for groundwater, 
sewage or waste water discharge system, e.g. back ow 
prevention, radiant underground well, and re-pumping 
station. However, the more mobile anti- ooding 
barriers are more complex and very expensive in terms 
of maintaining, storing and operating. In city of Prague 
of Czech Republic, this mobile system of about 7 km 
needs to be installed within 48 hours from the ood 
warning time and consists of 119 containers (1,100 
tones) which needs around 500 people to set up. In 
many cases or location, the cost of protection is much 
higher than the potentially protected value (Figure 2).

 2 :   “ ” 

   
  

Figure 2 : The “hidden” mobile anti- ooding barr iers 

 system and its installment in Dresden of Germany 
 and in City of Prague of Czech Republic
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Figure 3 : Map of retention areas of various capacities along 
 the Elbe river in Magdeburg, Germany
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 Additional important measure (non-structural 
measure) was a very good and timely data sharing and 
information dissemination mechanism between 
Department of Meteorological Services and Flood 
Forecast Centers of member countries of the Elbe river 
basin. Flood forecasting services and early warning 
systems, which are simple but highly ef cient and 
effective, e.g. local siren or voice, TV, radio, mobile 
phone, SMS, Facebook, or local network, were well 
communicated to local communities. Therefore, the 
cost of damage from 2013 ood (1.3 billion euros) was 
less than half of that in the 2002 (6.9 billion euros).

Administrative and legal systems
 All EU member states are legally binding with 
the Water Directive Framework, and thus can 
achieve a good status of river, lake, coastal waters and 
groundwater that enhance the cooperation between 
countries to work together very ef ciently. EU Flood 
Directive provides a good framework to all members, 
which can be used as legal basis and guideline for 
concrete ood forecasting, ood management and 
protection in each of the member countries.
 Cooperation on transboundary IFM can 
be envisaged at 3 levels i) regional level which is 
applicable to two or more countries under EU 
Directive on the Assessment and Management of 
Flood Risks, ii) sub-regional level covers basin-wide 
arrangements established in accordance with the 
International Commission for the Protection of the 
Elbe River (ICPER) Agreement and iii) speci c region 
level corresponds to bilateral agreements of border 
countries, which the most detailed measures for joint 
management can be agreed upon.
 Although environment legislation is very 
advanced with high level of control, ood and disaster 
risk is still a big issue. One cause of dif culty may be 
from legal and administrative system. In Germany, for 
example, river basin and water resources management 
is more decentralized, but also dif cult to implement 

due to 16 federal states have their own legislative 
system. The Federal Act of Germany de nes “ ood-
plains” as those areas that are subject to 100-year 

oods, and thus obliges states to designate for ood 
hazard mapping. Most states have published hazard 
map on the  internet.  All maps  show  at  least  the  
extent  of  100 year oods. However, some states have 
published ood hazard maps that contain the extent 
of a 10-year ood, 50-year ood, 100-year ood and 
extreme ood (if available). Maps are used by 
individuals, local authorities and regional associations, 
and so forth. Maps show information on ood prone 
areas and therefore are spatial planning tool for local 
authorities and regional associations.
 Where the ood defenses do not meet the 
current standards and technical speci cations, it is 
signi cant to work on administrative and nancial 
arrangements to improve management ef ciency. 
Sensitivity analysis of the cost-effectiveness of the 
improvement, for different design discharges, 
combined with a multi-criteria analysis, can be one 
of the options. Private sector participation through 
public-private partnership (PPP) in terms of nancial 
contribution was highly encouraged and required by 
law. Insurance, compensation and other nancial 
mechanisms were good tools to raise the resilience of 
people, community and businesses. 

Adaptation strategy and planning.
 The ood protection projects should consider 
impact of climate change in short term and medium 
term, but gives less priority of protection and 
adaptation in long term. The most recommended 
strategies are to increase retention area in upstream, 
enhance the river capacity and oodway within urban 
area. The structural protection is mostly expensive 
and thus it needs to combine several measurement 
structures such as embankment (permanent), mobile 
element (temporary) and groundwater management 
system.
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 The 5 following adaptive management 
measures have been applied successfully in several 
basins, e.g., ood protection in Germany and 
Switzerland: i) retain where possible, let pass where 
necessary. In order to limit ood peaks, ood 
discharge should be retarded within retention areas 
wherever possible. Natural retention areas should 
therefore not only be maintained but also re-estab-
lished where appropriate (Figure 3) Flood corridors 
should be established there or kept free, in order to 
provide enough space for extreme events (Figure 4), ii) 
minimize impact by balancing the sediment budget 
and guaranteeing drainage of an area. Nevertheless, 
safety from ood hazards should be provided with 
minimum impact on the natural system, iii) check 
possible failure points in order that the safety of 
protection structures needs to be adapted and 
optimized, iv) guarantee maintenance of watercourses 
as a permanent task. It ensures maintenance of existing 
protection structures and corresponding discharge 
capacity and v) secure spatial requirements, a stream 
or a river must be more than a channel. Land use in the 
vicinity of watercourses requires maintenance of 
suf cient distance. 
 Collaboration in Elbe river basin is based on 
high level of trust and solidarity. The  solidarity 
principle  has key concept that upstream countries 
should not do anything harmful to downstream 
countries. The International Commission for the 
Protection of the Elbe River (ICPER) Agreement was 
signed on 8 October 1990 between Federal Republic of 
Germany, Czech Republic, Republic of  Austria and 
Republicof Poland. The transboundary cooperation 
since 1990 which mostly emphasized on water quality 
until the big ood event in 2002, then the action 
plan for ood protection in the Elbe river has been 
implemented and can be used for ood events in 2006, 
2011 and 2013. The key principles  of ood management 
strategy are ood-risk planning and implementation of 

EU Flood Directive (No. 2007/60/EU), as well as 
national and state strategies. The main features of 
strategy are 
 i) ood prevention planning with clear state 
and personal responsibilities,
  ii) ood forecasting and early-warning 
services with transboundary perspective, especially for 
the downstream states and cities, 
 iii) ood control measures
 iv)  reduction of r isk and damages to 
population
 v) protection of property
 vi) public information and 
 vii) implementation of the strategy.
 Climate change adaptation management has 
been integrated into ood risk management by keeping 
in mind the uncertainty of impacts and projection, 
as well as higher frequency and severity of ood 
disasters.  The large range of different climate-model-
based scenarios suggests that adaptive planning should 
not be based on only a few scenarios since there is no 
guarantee that the simulated range represents the 
full range. Therefore, it is dif cult to evaluate the 
credibility of individual scenarios. These uncertainties 
all together pose a serious challenge in planning 
and implementing adaptive actions and have two 
implications. First, adaptation procedures need to be 
developed which do not rely on precise projections of 
changes in river discharge, groundwater, extremes etc. 
Another way of coping with the uncertainty associated 
with estimates of future climate change is to adopt 
management measures that are robust like IFM which 
can be easily altered or are robust to changing 
conditions. The strengthening of IFM as part of 
transboundary cooperation is important, because  

oods can occur everywhere and do not stop at political 
borders. Preparation of a concerted river-basin 
management plan is necessary and should be based on 
the results of existing monitoring program.
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Figure 4 :  Pretziehner Weir located near Magdeburg, 

Germany is the biggest barrage and very innovative 
construction in terms of ood detention and water 
level regulation in Europe. The retention area is kept 
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Conclusions
 Decision makers, who have to choose 
adaptation options from the span of climate change 
impacts projections and scenarios, have to weigh the 
total economic bene ts and costs of adaptation 
options against each other. This is needed because 
climate change is not only one factor in decision 
making and planning of ood risk management. 
Decisions must also be seen within the context of 
o the r  d y n a m i c  c h a n g e  p r o c e s s e s ,  l i k e 
demographic and socioeconomic  development, 
in order to prioritize the necessity and the scope of 
activities. This will lead to an estimation of the 
vulnerability of river basin  ecosystemagainst 
climate change and a selection of what policy 
frameworks and adaptation measures should be taken 
to be prepared for the conditions that we will have to 
face in the near and the far future.
 The preparation and implementation of 
national adaptation plans should be undertaken 
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t h r o u g h  a  s t r o n g  i n t e r - m i n i s t e r i a l  a n d 
multi- stakeholder platforms or committees addressing 
disaster risk reduction that comprise all relevant 
sectors, such as planning and nance, education, 
health, agriculture, food security, environment, 
emergency response, appropriately including  private 
sector, scienti c and other civil society representation. 
 IFM in transboundary must be based on 
policies, legislations, regulations and ordinances, 
as well as on technical standards of the riparian 
countries. Because these issues are normally different 
from one country to another, it is thus very dif cult or 
even impossible to set up legislation, regulation, 
etc., which are binding for all countries involved. 
The concept of transboundary IFM for EU member 
states, however, can be modi ed and applied to 
situation of transboundary amongst upstream province 
and downstream province of any country with much 
less complication in terms of legal and administrative 
management.
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Introduction
 It is accepted that sea freight is the most popular 
means of transportation in the world, accounting for 
90% of global trade. This is thanks to the large size of 
cargo-carrying capacities which results in cost 
reduction per unit. According to its advantages to 
worldwide business, maritime transport is very 
vital for the development of world economy.With the 
annually increasing of sea traf c: however, the gures 
of ship-generated waste and numbers of accident at 
sea have grown and aggravated marine pollution. 
Therefore, for many decades, the International 
Maritime Organization has paid attention on the 
prevention of pollution from ship by adopting the 
regulation of the International Convention for the 
Prevention of Pollution from Ships. By doing this, all 
state members are enabled to fairly and ef ciently 
comply with the regulations which prevent the 
negative externality stemming from the operation of 
international - cargo ship and ship accident. From the 

*Instructor, Maritime transportation Program, international Maritime College,
Kasetsart University Sriracha campus

Management of Environmental Negative Externality 
from Maritime Transportation 

Chalermpong Senarak*

aforementioned statement, ship-originated negative 
externality is the considerable issue in the international 
arena. Hence, this article aims to provide general 
knowledge on the negative externality exacerbated by 
maritime transportation together with the national and 
global prevention measures of its impact. Details are as 
follow:
 
De nition of negative externality
 Externality is the impact of any activities of 
greater than or equal to one economic unit on the other 
economic units who have no any interests in such 
activities. Theoretically, it is sorted into 2 types: 
positive externality and negative externality.  The 
former means that such an activity provide some 
advantages to non-related economic units. In contrast, 
the later has unfavorable effects on the others who are 
not associated with the activities, but are in charge of 
such negative impacts. 
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Negative externality from maritime transportation
 In general ,  negative externali ty is  an 
unsatisfactory impact of any activities on any other 
persons who are not related to such activities. Made 
from maritime transport, the negative externality, 
which is most extensively discussed in global trade, is 
“pollution” emitted from routine operation of ship and 
ship accidents - especially in the case of oil tankers.  
Due to its tremendous size, ranging from 60,000 DWT* 
to 200,000 DWT* or greater, oil tankers normally 
generate oil waste from loading and discharging of 
cargo at port, or from cleaning of oil stain from hold 
and hull of ship. In practice, these operations cause oil 
contamination in sea water. Moreover, in case of an 
occurrence of accident, oil spill can aggravate severe- 
negative externalities to large scale marine ecosystem, 
including other households and business units depending 
on the advantages of existing resources.
 Resulting from oil spills, a huge number of 
plants and animals will be killed mainly from the oil 
itself. Spilled oil can harm living things since its 
chemical constituents are poisonous. This can affect 
organisms both from internal exposure to oil through 
ingestion or inhalation and from external exposure 
through skin and eye irritation. Oil can also smother 
some small species of sh or invertebrates and coat 
feathers and fur, reducing birds’ and mammals’ ability 
to maintain their body temperatures.Considering from 
the economic perspective, oil spills also push travel 
business to be suffered from the signi cant loss of 
trade. Despite being remedied by chemical cleanup 
operation, oil contamination still remains and 
different types of oil need different times to naturally 
decompose. Besides, after oil entirely decayed, 
ecosystem also needs times to recover its resources 
such as rocks, beaches and reefs.  
 Besides oi l ,  there are many kinds of 
ship-generated  wastes which cause marine pollution 
in different part of the world such as garbage, sewage, 

harmful substances, noxious liquid substances and 
toxic gas. In Thailand, oil pollution seems to be the 
anxious problem as at the present time nationwide sea 
ports are annually called by a huge number of oil tankers, 
which  results  in  oil  spills and  contaminations.  
Furthermore, the numbers of oil-related accident 
continuously increase in many part of sea area which 
cause marine pollution to the surrounding environment 
and community nearby.
 Another signi cant dilemma of marine-
pollution management in Thailand is an inaccuracy  of  
information  of ship-originated oil and discharged oil, 
which causes inef ciency in pollution management. 
Fortunately, this issue  receives more attention from 
many states and private organizations, for example, 
Pollution Control Department, Port Authority of 
Thailand, Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand and 
Marine Department etc. These organizations are in 
charge of monitoring and controlling of business’ 
activities in different areas, especially a geographic 
concentration of interconnected businesses. For 
example,  sea water around port area and industrial 
estate in the Eastern Gulf of Thailand; covering 4 
provinces-Trat, Chanthaburi, Rayong and Chonbur - in 
which host many sea ports and terminals. As a result, 
these areas are critical point of marine pollution.  

*DWT is an abbreviation for Dead Weight Tonnage that is total weight of goods, inventory, and fuel safely carried by a ship. Weight is 
measured in tons that depend on vessel capacity, speed, operation duration, and number of crews and passengers.
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Losses after oil spills
 For the last decades, Pollution Control 
Department has studied and evaluated on the losses of 
environment and living or non-living aquatic resources 
that will be affected by oil spill in the Inner and 
Eastern Gulf of Thailand. This study includes losses 
stem from cargo ship accident - ship collision and 
sinking of ship - and routine operation of ship - 
discharge of ballast water, load or unload of oil at 
terminal and offshore drilling natural gas and oil. This 
information was presented in monetary losses per 
affected-resource unit. (Details are as Figure 1) 

International prevention measures 
of ship-generated negative externality
 Preventing of the ship-generated negative 
externality at the global scale, the International 
maritime Organization is the active mainstay who 
standardizes tools for pollution management, which 
are worldwide known as conventions complied by all 
state members. For instance, one of the most dominant 
conventions forcing 99 percent of world merchant eet 
is the International Convention for the Prevention of 
Pollution from Ships (MARPOL 73/78). In early 19th 
century, many oil tankers aggravated marine pollution 
caused environmental and economical losses in many 
countries. As a result, in 1954, the United Kingdom 
organized a conference on oil  pollution  which resulted 
in the adoption of the International Convention for the 
Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil (OILPOL), 
1954. This convention was primarily implemented to 
prevent oil pollution in the early period of maritime 
history.
 Afterwards in 1967, the tanker Torrey Canyon 
ran aground while entering the English Channel and 
spilled her entire cargo of 120,000 tons of crude oil 
into the sea.  This resulted in the biggest oil pollution 
incident ever recorded up to that time. Hence, IMO 
convened an international conference in 1973 in order
to improve de ciencies in the existing system; 
ultimately, an international conference adopted the 

International Convention for the Prevention of 
Pollution from Ships which was developed from 
existing OILPOL’s regulations. In the meantime, there 
were many oil tanker incidents whereas MARPOL had 
not come into force. Therefore, in 1978, IMO again 
summoned a conference on Tanker Safety and 
Pollution Prevention (TSPP) in order to enhance the 
ef ciency and plenty of its regulation. The conference 

nally adopted measures affecting tanker design and 
operation, which were incorporated into the Protocol 
of 1978 relating to the 1973 International Convention 
for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (1978 
MARPOL Protocol). At this day and age, this 
convention becomes one of the most vital tools in the 
world for the prevention of ship-originated negative 
externality.  

The prevention measures of 
ship-generated pollution of Thailand
 Resulting from the access in MARPOL 
convention, Thailand has an obligation to comply with 
its regulations by adoption of national laws and 
enforce it with the effective approaches. The authorized 
organizations controlling marine pollution of Thailand 
are Marine Department, Pollution Control Department, 
Customs Department, Department of Industrial Works, 
Port Authority of Thailand, Industrial Estate Authority 
of Thailand and Local Administrative Organization 
etc. Under the regulations of acts such as Customs 
Law, Port Authority of Thailand Act B.E. 2494, 
Industrial Estate Authority of Thailand Act, B.E. 2522, 
Factory Act, B.E. 2535, Hazardous Substance Act B.E. 
2535, The Enhancement and Conservation of National 
Environmental Quality Act, B.E. 2535, and Law on 
Local Administration, the government of cials are 
empowered to control any obliged activities affecting 
environment.
 In practice, marine pollution control is known 
water quality testing by an observation of oatable 
solids, color, odor, temperature, positive potential of 
the hydrogen ions (pH), transparency, suspended 
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solids, Salinity, oatable oil & grease, Petroleum 
Hydrocarbon, Dissolved Oxygen, contaminated metal 
and hazardous chemical etc. Parameter testing process 
is popularly conducted in and around port, industry 
and other areas with dense economic activities. 
 According to regulation of act, organizations 
are legally responsible for different areas, for example, 
water supply around industrial estate region is under 
an enforcement of the Industrial Estate Authority of 
Thailand Act, B.E. 2522, industry territory is under an 
enforcement of the Factory Act, B.E. 2535 and port 
area is under an enforcement of the Act on Navigation
in Thai Waters B.E. 2456 etc. Practically, tested area 
horizontally covers 1,000 meters from the lowest tide. 
For more information please visit website of Pollution 
Control Department or  http://www.pcd.go.th/info_
serv/reg_std_water02.html#s5

The futuristic measures for 
the prevention of pollution from ship
 Despite accessing in MARPOL convention, 
Thailand accepted only regulations from Annex I of 
MARPOL 73/78: Regulations for the Prevention of 
Pollution by Oil and Annex II: Regulations for the 

Control of Pollution by Noxious Liquid Substances 
in Bulk. This results in the strict abidance of the 
MARPOL’s regulations. Nevertheless, it is found that 
such the ship-generated pollution regulations are not 
effectively implemented, especially oil pollution 
prevention. The great ways to solve this problem are 
improving the de ciency of regulation and strictly, 
continuously enforcing the regulation. 
 Besides, related authorities should provide 
adequate waste reception facilities to support berthing 
ships at terminal and also encourage or command all 
ships to deliver wastes at the prepared facilities. By 
doing this, wastes will be academically recovered or 
disposed and decrease rate of illegally discharge of 
waste. Moreover, its volume could be systematically 
collected, which could eliminate an inaccuracy of 
information. In order to prepare for the increasing 
waste generated from economic growth, related 
organizations should provide effective regulations for 
the prevention of increasing pollution in the future. 
Furthermore, authorities should educate and cooperate 
with all stakeholders, which will increase the 
ef ciency and  effectiveness  of  implementing  of  
pollution prevention measures.
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 / Value of loss  / Value of loss  / Loss unit  / Remark

1.  / Resources in  

 mangrove forest

183,568 /
Baht/rai Except loss of aquatic animals

2.  / Coral

   2.1 

        Cost of recovery process for coral

2,316 / /
Baht/m2/year

Except loss of aquatic animals and 
expenditure on inspection and renovation

   2.2  

        Value of affected coral

4,633 / /
Baht/m2/year Except loss of aquatic animals

3.  / Seagrass 9,639 / /
Baht/m2/year Except loss of aquatic animals

4.  / Beach

   4.1  

    Cost of recovery process for beach

1,542,000 /  2,000 . /
Baht/2,000 m3 of sand beach/year Except loss of aquatic animals

   4.2  

      Cost of recovery process for mud at

6,822,000 /  2,000 . /
Baht/2,000 m3 of mud sand /year Except loss of aquatic animals

5.  / Birds in marine ecosystem

   5.2  

        Cost of recovery and remedy process

78,456,000 /  100 /
Baht/100 birds/year

   5.3 

        Compensation

30,133,700 /  100 /
Baht/100 birds/year

6.  / Shoreline aquatic farming

   6.1  

        Perna viridis farming

8.3 /
Baht/kg

   6.2  

        Oyster farming

3.6-3.7 /
Baht/kg

   6.3  

        Cockle farming

17.5 /
Baht/kg

   6.4  

        Fish farming

165-170 /
Baht/kg

   6.5  

        Penaeus monodon farming

180-205 /
Baht/kg

   6.6 

        Whiteleg shrimp farming

112.5-115 /
Baht/kg

7.  / Onshore shing

  7.1 

  Seine for crab

75-135 /
Baht/kg

  7.2  

        Trap for crab

80-120 /
Baht/kg

    7.3  

        Trap for squid

85-130 /
Baht/kg

   7.4  

        Seine for sh

40-55 /
Baht/kg

 1 :   
  ( . . 2546)

Figure 1 : The evaluation of living and non-living resources that will be affected by oil spills 
in the Inner and Eastern Gulf of Thailand (2003)

: http://marinepolicy.trf.or.th/environment1_02.html
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 ÅÁË¹ÒÇàÃÔèÁ¾Ñ´¾Ò¼‹Ò¹Ã‹Ò§¡ÒÂ à»ÃÕÂºàÊÁ×Í¹ÊÑÞÞÒ³áË‹§Ä´Ù¡ÒÅ·‹Í§à·ÕèÂÇªÁ
´Í¡äÁŒ§ÒÁàÁ×Í§àË¹×ÍÁÒºÃÃ¨ºÍÕ¡¤ÃÑé§ àÊÕÂ§äÁŒä¼‹àÊÕÂ´ÊÕÍÍ´áÍ´æ ÊÅÑº¡Ñº Œ¹äÁŒ¹Ò¹Ò¾Ñ¹¸Ø
¹ŒÍÂãËÞ‹âº¡¡Ôè§¡ŒÒ¹ÊÐºÑ´«ŒÒÂ¢ÇÒ´Ñè§¡ÑºÇ‹Òä´ŒÃÑº¤ÇÒÁà¾ÅÔ´à¾ÅÔ¹¨Ò¡¸ÃÃÁªÒ Ô·ÕèÃÑ§ÊÃÃ¤ 
àÊÕÂ§ËÁÙ‹ÁÇÅÊÑ Ç»†Òà¨×éÍÂá¨ŒÇáÇ‹Ç¢Ñº¢Ò¹ áËÇ¡Á‹Ò¹àÊÕÂ§¸ÃÃÁªÒ Ô´ŒÇÂàÊÕÂ§¼ÙŒ¤¹ÁÒ¡Ë¹ŒÒ
ËÅÒÂ Òá·Ã¡«ŒÍ¹¼ÊÁ¼ÊÒ¹¡ÑºàÊÕÂ§ÊÒÂ¹íéÒäËÅ¼‹Ò¹ ÒÁ«Í¡ËÔ¹áÅÐá¹Ç «Í¡à¢Ò ¾ÅÑ´ÊÒ´
ÊÒÂ ÒÁÍ§àÂ×éÍ§¢Öé¹ä»¾Ò¹¾º¡ÑºÊÐ¾Ò¹¤Í¹¡ÃÕ ÊÙ§ÃÒÇ 6 àÁ Ã Ñé§ÊÙ§à»š¹ ÃÐË§‹Ò¹ 
àÁ×èÍ¡ŒÒÇÂ‹Ò§ ‹Íä»¾ÅÑ¹¾º¹íéÒ ¡¢¹Ò´ãËÞ‹á·Ã¡«ÖÁÍÂÙ‹ã¹¼×¹»†Ò¸ÃÃÁªÒ Ô
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Missing Conscious
Watthanaphong Sitthikorn *

* Biogas Supervisor,  P.V.D. International Co.,Ltd,   Carbon Energy Co.,Ltd (Branch 3)

 At my next step, I overheard sweet voice like 
a bird of paradise; “welcome and have a seat, please, 
enjoy food in good atmosphere”, (imagine of northern 
lady speaking local language). Middle-aged lady 
dressed as if she was offering the pleasure of taste to 
passengers. She was owner of an a la carte restaurant 
and always welcomed travellers with courtesy. If you 
walked along the path, you would nd many shops and 
food stalls lining up in the nature. These restaurants 
provided carriage seats along the stream running down 
from Mae Klang waterfall, a tourist spot and a bus stop 
to transfer to yellow two-rowed pickup to go up Doi 
Inthanont, the highest mountain in Thailand. It was the 
place that many travellers dreamt to conquer.
 Relaxingly, we arrived to the place for 
vacation with the expectation of homelike atmosphere 
and thankfulness provided by host of nature. Everyone 
was rushing to destination with indescribable feeling. 
But then our looking-around sight had found many 
observations that many people may never notice. The 
writer stared at a small shelter and stopped other 
family members. The strange objects in our sights 

 Cold wind was blowing through my body. It was a sign of travelling season to 
sightsee beautiful blossom in the North. Squeaky sound of grazing bamboo along with 
waving branches of the variety of trees that looked like they were entertained by nature as well 
as the clear and loud melodious voice of wildlife. Curtain of natural music had been parted by 
chatting of visitors in a good combination with sound of stream running through rock cranny and 
nook. I suddenly glanced up to concrete bridge standing loftily at 6 meters high. I wandered further 
and found large waterfall hiding in this natural forest.

were carriage seats lining in the middle of the stream 
running down from Mae Klang waterfall. These seats 
were placed like rocks staying in descending order 
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along the stream between natural rocks. My mind fully 
exclaimed that; “What the .?” (Please allow me to 
censor some words.)
  The exclamation in my mind echoed with 
the sight that re ected the explicit fact. It was 
indescribable when I looked through the current from 
south to many shops mixing with nature. Many 
commercial signs scattered around. Some of them 
were selling Som Tum and sticky rice and some were 
offering a la carte dish. All of them placed along and 
on both sides of the stream. The most noticeable 
buildings, located all over the place and so outstanding 
that I could not ignore, were small shelters for tourists. 
They were temporary shelters made from bamboo at 2 
meter wide, 3 meters long, and over-the-head high. 
The shelter oors were paved with cement. They,
although, looked comfortable for having meal but 
just at a glance.
 The ambiance at that moment, the place was 
crowded with people from locals and vicinities. Many 
brought their kids and families to celebrate long 
weekend of New Year. Everyone would mainly like to 
relax during Thai New Year holidays, a season of fam-
ily reunion, maybe once a year oronce in several years, 
depending on occasion and available time.

  As there were varieties of surroundings, 
abundant natural of tropical species, shops, and food 
selections, the place became an outstanding choice for 
travellers and visitors. Families that stayed nearby the 
waterfall would prepare their own picnic boxes. Many 
ordered food there. Many preferred  only drinks. Many 
played in the falls. Many sang and danced to celebrate 
festival of happiness. The area, therefore, was lled 
with food, beverages, sound of music, and noise 
of stereos from surrounding shops and automobiles, 
interchanged with voices from merchants to invite 
visitor to buying their goods and be fully relaxed.
 The above narration was not intended to just 
describe and re ect the charming tourist attraction, or 
to initiate passion to tourist. On the contrary, the writer 
would like to represent real life problems that were 
chronic and parasitic in people mind. Lack of awareness 
and something that was missing had long affected 
this place. Readers may jointly consider procedures to 
improve, modify, and resolve the problem in order to 
return what it should be to the place and be able to 
securely move forward.
 Critical main point of this story had clearly 
re ected the administration and management of 
natural attractions. Also, the awareness of conservative
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travel should be promoted to visitors in order to 
generate local income and development by a crucial 
national policy. Speci cally, Thai Tourism Authority 
should emphasize and promote images of tourist 
attractions, especially those were well-known to both 
Thai and foreigners in order to sustainably develop and 
conserve natural resources and environment from 
generation to generation.
 With whatever reasons, this tourist spot 
had inevitably re ected the negligence of concrete 
administration and management and lack of 
cooperation from tourists, merchants, and surrounding 
businesses that focusing on bene t making only. This 
had resulted in gruesome appearance, including 
over-garbage, food scraps, abandoned and degraded 
buildings, unorganized parking space, noise impact 
from automobiles and shops, inappropriate space 
utilization, and messiness of impractical signs. I was 
then wondering how long there was no responsible 

units to concretely manage and initiate sustainable 
development at this place which would gradually and 

nally be decadent.
 Lastly, writer would like to urge any 
related responsible body, whether tourism 
authority, or provincial administrative organization, 
or local administration, or vendors, or visitors, to take 
part in management of this place that used to be 
beautiful and charming and restoring it to natural 
state in order to maintain sustainable resources until 
posterity.
 “Answer from here might not be as clear as the 
conscious of all who utilize the place to reconsider that 
these national resources would last at our generation or 
be prolonged to our descendants.” 
 These were issues that we all should involve, 
cooperate, and jointly administer for sustainability 
towards the future.
 . . . . . . From heart ..... Thai lover !!!!
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*Director of the Strategy and Information Section, 

Provincial Of ce  for Natural Resources and Environment Nakhon Ratchasima.

Small View Point in Environmental Solutions

Regarding 
Municipal Solid Waste

Nantawan Laorit *

 “We have learned how to resolve environmental 
problems and how to manage environment in order  to  
relief the severity of environmental problems such as 
waste disposal, and water treatment. However, the 
problems nowadays became more and more serious, as 
well as their consequences. Especially in this social 
media era, the environmental problems have emerged 
rapidly to our attention. This has brought us to 
interesting question whether the learning process of 
environmental resolution, including techniques and 
any academic knowledge, is insuf cient to solve and 
relief the problems. So what is the crucial mechanism 
that matches the problem requirement?”
 The writer recalled the very rst moment of 
being lecturer to educate people and stimulate 
awareness of environment. It was 10 years ago. Firstly, 
the audience was introduced to de nition of 
environment, followed by  problem  solving  process, 
and  how  to manage environmental problems by 
themselves. However, in recent 3-4 years, I came up 
with question in my mind that in the past before the 
term “environment” being de ned, what is the 
terminology for environment? And if not so, what was 
the environment to people in history? My curiosity was 
resulted from the fact that there were many Thai 
vocabularies invented from the combination of Pali 
and Sanskrit. 
 The term “Environment” was initiated in 
present Thai society as it was assumed that the word 
did not exist in the reign of King Rama 5-7.

 “Environment to people in the past would 
have nothing to do with refuse or waste water or 
deforestation  like current days.”
  “The environment in the old time could 
merely mean surroundings that they can touch for 
daily usage which related to their living.” I would 
assume that; “environment must relate to earning a 
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living or four requisites for living, i.e. food, medicine, 
clothes, and habitat.”
 Local people in upcountry would remember 
the pictures of fowl eating food scraps on the oor 
beneath Thai traditional house. Over-consumed food 
would sometimes be used to raise pigs. There would 
not be food scraps in plastic bags or in trash like what 
currently found in city. City people might have not 
been aware that rotten food scraps had caused stink in 
garbage truck which also unintentionally left trail of 
smelly uid along the way. It unfortunately turned out 
that garbage truck became disgusting to many people. 
It would be wonderful if recycling food scraps into 
organic fertilizer was promoted to households. On the 
other hand, this organic waste can be value-added 
resource and utilized as animal food in upcountry 
households or residence with large space. The writer 
was born long enough to see sticky rice wrapped in 
antimony leaves that can keep good smell and softness 
of the rice. Additionally, the rice would not be too wet 
like that kept in plastic bag. When I was young, my 
mother would carry basket to the market so she got 
plastic bag only when she bought meat. (If I was born 
when people threaded meat or sh through a thin 
bamboo stripe, I would have been many ten-years 
older than I really was.) Unlike housewives nowadays, 
everything, even a small bundle of vegetable, would 
be held in plastic bags. Especially meat, they will use 
double plastic bags. In average, one housewife would 
expend 5-10 plastic bags at a time to carry fresh food 
home. This became common life style of people living 
in city and upcountry. Hence, it was not surprising that 

plastic bag industry in Thailand had 60-70% of market 
value for domestic consumption. And in the next 10 
years, business related to plastic and packaging would 
be one of the highlighted industries for investment 
because of rising demand in food container and 
beverage packaging. It was interesting that, in 
Thailand, consumer behavior regarding the usage of  
plastic  bag  and  packaging  had  moved  towards 
environmental unfriendliness direction. For instance, 
food scraps were collected into plastic bags before 
putting in trash. This could be lead to the assumption 
that “front-door trash was the  beginning of waste 
problem and accumulation of municipal waste”. In the 
past, when plastic bag was very rare, each household 
generated much less plastic waste. As a result, the 
refuse disposal process, at that moment, emphasized 
only burning. This might be due to less population that 
enabled suf cient  capacity to process. Here came the 
time for Thai Society to initiate strategic process to 
solemnly solve waste problem. After the National 
Council for Peace and Order (NCPO) proposed 
procedures and guidelines to solve garbage and  
hazardous waste  problems, in the  proposal to the  
NationalCouncil for Peace and Order (June 2014).  
The proposal stated  current situation of the attempts to 
relieve municipal waste and hazardous waste problems 
in Thailand and proposed the procedures of waste 
management  based  on  san i ta ry  pr inc ip les . 
Nevertheless, the proposal did not  mention about the 
systematic research on consumer behavior in plastic 
industry along with systematic  study on disposal 
behavior of Thai people. It was obvious that 
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responsible agencies were not  aware of the 
signi cance of consumer behavior research or 
“marketing research” as commonly used in marketing 
term. Many leading private companies, mainly joint 
ventures in automobile and consumer product 
businesses, in Thailand, had emphasized the necessity 
of marketing research and were willing to subsidize a 
systematic research on customer behavior in order to 
explore opportunity in the market.
 Returning to waste issues in Thailand, there 
was an assessment in statistics and current situation, 
which was normally called “business environment” in 
marketing language, as well as a study of potential for 
goods production. The term meant waste management 
procedures in alignment with sanitary principles. We, 
however,  lacked  the  research in waste production 
behavior of Thai people. Certainly, people in city 
tended to produce more waste that those in rural area. 
However, we  had  never  assessed environmental-
unfriendly behavior of city people while there was an 
initiation to utilize land in rural and suburban area that 
local people had long resided since their ancestor, as a 
land ll or disposal facility with the reason that 
municipal was an economic stronghold. Rural people, 
in return, had to risk their health while health welfare 
was not strongly insured.
 The research in waste production behavior in 
household and environmental-unfriendly production 
lines would enable state agencies, who were a policy 
determiner, to assess andanalyze to de ne appropriate 
policy for micro-environmental problems other than 
only a state policy at macro level. If Thailand started 
later, many provinces would be soon suffered from 
overwhelmed refuse.

 Policy determination in micro and macro level 
might not be suf cient to solve waste problems. It was 
also necessary to communicate through easy-accessed 
media such as television and social media, a popular 
channel in this period. Vision and working experience 
of policy makers were crucial in environmental eld 
since the policy cannot just be applied as an instant 
formula for action because different elds would 
be totally varied in economy, social, and local 
environment. One strategy might work in one place but 
not be ef cient for another. One essential factor for 
solving over owing garbage problem in critical city 
was to enhance vision of local policy implementer to 
be further from college education. This  would  make 
the problem solving more interesting and direct to the 
point than what had been done recently.
 I have a relative who married to Korean so I 
had chance to observe interesting behavior of 
housewife in South Korea. Soul city had promoted 
waste segregation at the origin point in order to reduce 
cost of municipal waste disposal. For example, 
watermelon rind, maybe unexpected to Thai people, 
was spun and squeezed to extract juice. We might 
guess that they would make organic fertilizer but they 
actually processed rind into dregs to safe trash space 
and lessen disposal burden of municipality. This had 
stimulated common awareness in waste reduction 
which was an obstacle to country development. 
Recently, Korean attitude towards municipal waste 
had been changed. It was common responsibility to all 
Korean people, not only to city municipality or state 
agency, to reduce municipal waste of the nation. 
 . . . And this was only small view point from 
marginal person of Koraj basin. . . .
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1. Concept of DPSIR  
 DPSIR concept has been developed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) in 1993. Later, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), European Environmental Agency, 
and other related organizations have applied the DPSIR to evaluate water resource management, river basin 
management, coastal changes and wetland state. DPSIR conceptual framework comprises of 5 components, 
as per diagram 1. 

Diagram 1 : DPSIR components

Dr. Aree Suwanmanee*

The Application of DPSIR Approach 
to Evaluate a State of Wetland

Response (R)

 Activities of person, groups, and organization to interact with drivers, pressures, state, and 
impacts. The response classifies into 9 categories; 

  1) water management and requirement
  2) cultural policies for tourism education and information
  3) discharge limitation and control 
  4) monitoring and restoration of ecosystem 
  5) food and energy policies 
  6) health policies 
  7) landuse management 
  8) resource management and administration policies
  9) human valuation for well-being  

 

  Driver (D)

 Driving forces caused 

threatening activities to the 

environment. The driver consists 

of 3 elements; 

 1) human needs 

 2) development of 

  infrastructure and public 

  utilities 

 3) natural disasters

  Pressure (P)

 Human activities influenced 

by drivers and affecting 

environment. The pressure 

classifies into 3 components; 

 1) directly contact use 

 2) discharge    

 3) physical and landscape

  changes

  State (S)

 Conditions of the environment

due to pressures exerted by 

human activities. The state 

categorizes into 2 parts; 

 1) biotic state

 2) Abiotic state

  Impact (I)

 Impact on well-being of 

human and living things due 

to changes in quality of 

environment. The impact 

composes of 4 consequences; 

 1) cultural services 

 2) well-being provision

 3) regulating services    

 4) ecological integrity 

*Environmentalist, Professional Level, Environmental Monitoring and Evaluation Bureau, 
Of ce of Natural Resources and Environment Policy and Planning (ONEP)
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2. The application of DPSIR Approach to 
evaluate the state of Buengsifai Wetland
 Buengsifai has approximately 5,390.6 rai in 
Mueng District, Pichit Province. It is a large natural 
fresh water swamp for habitat, shelter, and breeding of 
various species. Additionally, it is a place for earning, 
tourism and recreation. The cabinet announced the 
Buengsifai as a nationally signi cant wetland and 
determined procedures to reserve its environment. 
However, environment in Buengsifai wetland has been 
decreasingly changed. Therefore, the evaluation of the 
wetland is necessary by applying DPSIR approach in 
order to display current conditions of Buengsifai 
wetland, also to reveal its problems, problem causes 
and being impacts. 
  2.1 Study Results 
  2.1.1 Relationship between drivers and pres-
sures has been determined into 5 aspects. 
  1) Continuous increase in population has 
caused the rising consumption of resources in the 
Buengsifai. This consumption has raised pressure of 
directly contact, such as 
  (1) more demand of food and raw materials 
to consume and sell, resulting in more gathering of 
animals and plants in the wetland; 
  (2) demand of more animals with faster 
schemes, leading to gather animals by poisoning, 
electrical shock or setting re to the land; 
  (3) demand to accelerate agricultural 
products, stimulating the swamp invasion and also the 
lacking water quantity in the wetland during dry season 
because of water pumped to lotus farms, rice elds, and 
vegetable gardens. 
 2) Driver from increasing need of food and raw 
materials has generated pressure of physical and 
landscape changes, such as 
  (1) needs to increase agricultural products, 
leading to land invasion and conversion into lotus 
farms; 
  (2) needs to catch more animals by setting 

re in the wetland, resulting in the change of swamp 
area to be bare; 
  (3) needs to earn money from tourism, 

leading modi cation of natural area of the wetland to 
food stalls, shops, and tourist service buildings. 
  3) Driver from need of health and consumption 
has stimulated pressure of discharge, such as 
  (1)  needs to remove garbage from 
communities, resulting in garbage dumping in the 
wetland; 
  (2) needs to increase agricultural products 
by using chemical fertilizer and pesticide in rice elds 
and vegetable gardens, consequentially these chemicals 
discharged into the wetland. 
 4) Driver from development of infrastructure 
and public utilities has led to pressure of physical and 
landscape changes, such as 
  (1) needs to develop recreation facilities, i.e. 
construction of bird-watching tower, playgrounds, 
parks, buildings and lotus sightseeing spots, leading to 
change orthodox landscape of the wetland; 
  (2) needs to develop transportation system, 
resulting in change of wetland edge to roads. 
   5) Driver from development of infrastructure 
and public utilities has consequentially raised pressure 
of discharge. For instance, the ood prevention system 
of municipal area by dredging waterway has resulted 
wastewater that mixed with sediment, fertilizer, waste, 
chemicals and alien species, such as sucker sh, giant 
mimosa, water hyacinth etc., drained into the wetland. 
 2.1.2 Relationship between pressures and 
states has fallen into 6 categories. 
  1) Pressure of directly contact use has affected 
abiotic state, such as pumping water from the wetland 
to rice elds and vegetable gardens during dry season, 
leading depletive water and extendible island in the 
wetland 
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Needs to use resources in the wetland, causing the pressure 
- needs of food and raw materials from animals and plants in the wetland 
- needs to increase agricultural and fishery products 
- needs  of income from tourism 
- needs to eliminate garbage from communities

Abiotic state causing the impact  
- Original nature of wetland edge being adapted to be roads, irrigation 
 canal, park, bird-watching tower, trade exhibition hall, buildings, 
 and lotus sightseeing 
- swamp area becoming bare due to lotus farm and fire burnt 
- appearance of islands in the middle of the wetland in dry season 
- too shallow marsh 
- scenery of Buengsifai being blocked out by reed and tall reed 
- worn out state of bird-watching tower and trade exhibition building 
- desolate and declined landscape and park 
- pile of garbage in the wetland
- almost dried up swamp during dry season 

1)  water management and requirement 2)  tourism, education and information   
3) discharge control        4)  monitoring and restoration of ecosystem 
5)  food and energy policies       6)  health policies
7)  landuse management              8)  management and administration policy 
9)  human valuation for well-being   policy 

Pressures of contact use, causing the state   
-  over hunting and gathering plants and animals 
 in the swamp.  
-  intruding for lotus farm and planting 
 vegetables 
-  poisoning to catch birds 
-  fishing by poisoning or electrical shock 
-  hunting by setting fire in the swamp 
-  pumping swamp water to rice fields and 
 vegetable farms

Impact of cultural services, 
causing the response  
- fewer numbers of visitors due to 
 worn out and abandoned buildings, 
 deteriorated surroundings from 
 burnt area covered by weed and 
 pile of dumped garbage, dried up 
 marsh in dry season, and less 
 wildlife that previously attracted 
 tourists 
- loss of opportunity to educate 
 and research  because of missing 
 wildlife and plants 

Impact of regulating service, 
causing the response   
- the swamp intrusion to cultivate 
 in lotus farms and vegetable 
 gardens 
-  failure to prevent garbage 
 dumping into the wetland 
-  inefficient fire control schemes 
-  inability to control nonlocal 
 breeds 
-  failure to control illegal hunting 

Pressures of physical and landscape changes, 
causing the state 
-  area modified and constructed to road and 
 irrigation canals
- excavating the wetland edge and filling 
 surroundings for construction of  bird-watching 
 tower, playground, trade exhibition hall, park, 
 buildings, and lotus sightseeing spot 
- landscape modification by constructing food 
 stalls, shops, and service building 
-  to prevent water flood by excavating waterway 
 to the swamp

Pressures of  discharge to the wetland, caus-
ing the state
-  chemical fertilizer and agricultural pesticide 
 discharged to the swamp
-  garbage dumped to the Buengsifai 
-  sediment, chemicals, trash and fertilizer 
 flowing through waterway to the wetland 
-  nonnative breeds, i.e. water hyacinth, giant 
 mimosa and sucker fish, having been swept 
 into the  Buengsifai

Needs to develop infrastructures and public utilities, causing 
the pressure  
- transportation system 
-  irrigation system 
-  municipal flood prevention system 
-  places for recreation and relaxation 
-  landscape and scenery of wetland edge

Biotic state causing the impact
-  decreasing fish, i.e. mad carp, greater black shark, spotted feather back, 
 blotched snakehead, sheatfish, and bleekeri 
-  extinct fish, i.e. dwarf snakehead, tire track eel, red tail mystus, red-cheek 
 barb, soldier river barb, and whisker sheatfish 
- decreasing birds, i.e. water cock, black egret, heron, baya weaver, 
 and eagle 
-  extinct birds, i.e. house crow, black-headed ibis, and brahminy kite 
- other scarce animals, i.e. javan mangoose, bee, crab, and horseshoe crab 
-  other extinct animals, i.e. crocodile, fishing cat, civet, and palm civet 
-  increasing nonlocal breed, i.e. sucker fish 
- decreasing plants, i.e. water mimosa, jussiaes, water lily, water 
 clover, hydrocotyle, frogbit, coriander, victoria water lily, and foetid cassia 
-  extinct plants, i.e. pond weed, and ottelia alismoides 
- widespread weeds, i.e. reed, water hyacinth, giant mimosa, and guinea grass
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Diagram 2 : Relationship of Drivers-Pressures-State-Impacts-Responses

 Impact of well-being provision, 
causing the response 
- ability to catch fewer fish and 
 smaller fish 
- decreasing numbers of economic 
 fish 
-  reduction of edible plants 
-  lessening local herbal plants 
-  inability to fully pump water 
 from the swamp to agricultural 
 farms 

Impact of ecological integrity, 
causing the response 
-  Buengsifai ecosystem being 
 varied all season 
-  reduction in some species of fish 
 due to shallower swamp 
-  decreasing local plants due to 
 multiplication of nonnative plants 
-  shrinking numbers of animals 
 because of destruction of hatching 
 preserve and food source 
-  habitat and shelter of wildlife 
 being ruined by fire setting 
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 2) Pressure of directly contact use has affected 
biotical state, such as 
  (1) catching sh by poisoning and electrical 
shock, or poisoning birds, causing a drastic reduction 
of species in the wetland; 
  (2) hunting by setting re, leading to the 
extinction of shing cat, civet and palm civet.   
 3) Pressure of physical and landscape changes 
has impacted on abiotic state, such as 
  (1) excavating and leveling the ground to 
construct buildings and park, resulting in lessen 
reservoir area and reductive natural esthetic sight; 
  (2) abandonment of constructions, e.g. 
bird-watching tower, trade exhibition hall and small 
park, emerging visual impact with ruinous scenery; 
  (3) roads and irrigation canals around the 
wetland that obstructed water owing from other water 
sources to ll the land during dry season, resulting in 
shallow marsh. 
 4) Pressure of physical and landscape changes 
has impacted on biotical stat; such as 
  (1) modi cation of original wetland edge 
and constructing roads and irrigation canals, having 
restrained the in ow of economic sh, i.e. mad carp, 
greater black shark, spotted featherback, blotched 
snakehead, sheat sh and bleekeri from Nan river; 
  (2) burning the wetland, leading to damage 
eggs and embryos of birds, reptiles and insects. 
 5) Pressure of discharge has affected abiotic 
state, such as 
  (1) dumping of garbage into the wetland, 
visually impacting on the natural scenery; 
  (2) sediments, sewage and chemicals 
released from the urban community, causing shallower 
swamp and contaminating water quality in the wetland. 
 6) Pressure of waste discharge has affected 
biotic state, such as 
  (1) chemicals from agricultural activities 
being washed into the swamp, resulting in damage of 
animal embryos; 
  (2) fertilizer released from urban 
community to the wetland, accelerating toward spread 

of reed, guinea grass, giant mimosa and water hyacinth, 
that threatened the growth of native plants; 
  (3) sucker sh coming with water released 
from community, leading to harm native species. 
 2.1.3 Relationship between states and 
impacts has fallen into 8 features 
 1) Biotic state has impacted cultural services, 
such as 
  (1) abandoned conditions of bird-watching 
tower, trade exhibition hall and the landscape, disabling 
utilization of these places; 
  (2) lacking water and shallow swamp during 
dry season, obstructing tourist boat sightseeing; 
  (3) beautiful scenery of natural swamp side 
being blocked out by thicket of reed and tall reed, as 
well as garbage drum, causing negative factors of 
fewer tourists in the Buengsifai. 
 2) Abiotic state has impacted well-being 
provision, such as 
  (1) shallow swamp during dry season, 
limiting the shing area; 
  (2) decadent building for trade exhibition, 
lacking in opportunity of local vendors to sell their 
goods;
  (3) insuf cient water for farms and gardens 
during dry season because of less water quantity in the 
wetland, resulting in decreasingly agricultural products. 
 3) Abiotic state has impacted regulating 
service, such as 
  (1) trespass in the swamp for lotus farms 
and vegetable gardens, representing the failure of 
enforcing the regulations on public utilization; 
  (2) pile of garbage in the wetland, showing 
inef ciency of community waste management; 
  (3) wild re that emerged in the wetland 
every year, re ecting the incompetence of wild re 
prevention. 
   4) Abiotic state has affected ecological 
integrity, such as 
  (1) lessening water in the swamp and no 
water owed from other water sources, resulting in 
reducing species in the wetland; 
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  (2) the burnt area, transforming land to lotus 
farms,  and residual garbage in the swamp, emerging 
inappropriate condition for habitat, shelter, laying eggs, 
and hatching of wildlife, native birds and migrate birds; 
this led to declined numbers of species in the 
Buengsifai wetland. 
 5) Biotic state has affected cultural service for 
tourism and education, such as 
  (1) extinction of house crow, black headed 
ibis, brahminy kite, crocodile, shing cat, civet and 
palm civet, causing less attractive place to visitors; 
  (2) disappearance of crocodile, shing cat, 
civet, palm civet, pondweed and ottelia alismoides, 
losing the opportunity to study such freshwater plants 
and animals in the wetland.   
   6) Biotic state has impacted human well-being 
provision, such as 
  (1) decreasing numbers of great-white 
sheat sh, bleekeri and spotted-featherback, or the 
disappearance of economic sh, i.e. whisker sheat sh, 
red-tail mystus and soldier-river barb, causing the 
decreasing income in the shery; 
  (2) decrease in edible plants in the swamp, 
e.g. water mimosa, jussiaes, water lily, water clover, 
hydrocotyle, frogbit, coriander, victoria waterlily, 
nymphaea, star waterlily and caladium, resulting in 
limited source of food and raw materials.  
 7) Biotic state has consequences on regulating 
service, such as 
  (1) existence of animal hunting by using 
poison or electrical shock, re ecting the ineffective 
regulation enforcement; 
  (2) the wetland being covered by water 
hyacinth, displaying the failing of water hyacinth 
control. 
   8) Biotic state has affected ecological integrity, 
such as 
  (1) extinction or reduction of some animals 
and plants, resulting in decreasingly various species in 
the swamp; 
  (2) rapid growth of alien species, leading to 
threat native species; for example, increasing numbers 
of sucker sh has caused reduction in numbers of grey 

feather back sh, and the multiplication of water 
hyacinth has consequentially reduced numbers of water 
clover, frogbit and coriander. 
 2.1.4 Relationship between impacts and 
responses has 4 attributes. 
 1) Impact of cultural service has resulted in; 
  (1) response to tourism and education policy 
by planting large trees, improving the landscape around 
Buengsifai, recovering bird-watching tower, renovating 
crocodile pond and its surroundings and also making 
arti cial waterfall, in order to attract visitors; 
  (2) response to health policies by arranging 
rubbish trashes along Buengsifai edge. 
 2) Impact of well-being provision has been 
consequential in; 
  (1) response to food and energy policies by 
releasing sh breeds into the swamp to supplement food 
quantity; 
  (2) response to human valuation for well 
being by encouraging the production of lotus into 
variety of goods, and installing irrigation system to 
pump water from Nan river to rice farms around the 
wetland in order accelerate rice yields. 
 3) Impact of regulating service has led to 
response on monitoring and recovering the ecosystem 
by issuing title deeds, monitoring swamp intrusion and 
announcing restricted area of shery; 
  4) Impact of ecological integrity has affected; 
  (1) response to monitoring and recovering 
the ecosystem by announcing non- shery area, 
measuring water quality and excavating up sediment in 
the swamp; 
  (2) response to controlling discharge by 
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getting rid of water hyacinth and constructing public 
toilets for tourists; 
  (3) response to landuse management 
by establishing a master plan on reservation and 
restoration of the Buengsifai wetland. 

2.1.5 Relationship between response and 
drivers, pressures, state, and impacts 
 1) Response to the driver, such as 
  (1) response to need of infrastructure and 
public utilities by renovating bird-watching tower, 
improving crocodile pond and its landscape, and 
building arti cial waterfall; 
  (2) response to needs of food and raw 
material by improving park area for recreation at swamp 
edge, pumpingwater to rice elds around Buengsifai 
area, and releasing sh breeds into the swamp; 
 2) Response to the pressure, such as providing 
litter trashes around the swamp, disposing of water 
hyacinth, and building toilets in the crocodile pond 
area; 
 3) Response to the state, such as sh breeding 
and releasing into the swamp, announcing non- shery 
area, checking water quality, and surveying freshwater 
breeds; 
 4) Response to the impact, such as pumping 
water to rice elds around the Buengsifai, excavating 
dregs from the wetland, conducting Buengsifai 
reservation and restoring projects, and making master 
plan of Buengsifai wetland development. 

2.2 Study Conclusion  
 The study result indicated that physical and 
biological state of Buengsifai wetland has been 
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negatively changing. This is because the wetland edge 
has been lled up and modi ed to roads, buildings, 
parks and its landscape. Some buildings have been 
abandoned and ruined. The wetland has been dumped 
with garbage, and its middle has become bare and plain 
because of re burnt. Also, the biological features in the 
wetland have been changed. Numbers of some animals 
and plants have decreased, whereas alien species have 
been widespread. The causes of changes, due to 
pressures from human activities in terms of physical 
and landscape utilization and waste discharge. These 
pressures have been driven from the needs to develop 
infrastructure and public utilities, as well as the needs 
of food and raw materials in Buengsifai for living. 
 The change of Buengsifai state has resulted to 
decrease of many species, effected human well-being, 
and re ected inef ciency in regulating enforcement for 
managing natural resources and ecosystem in the 
wetland. Although many responsible agencies have 
conducted activities in order to respond the driver, 
pressure, state and impact, some activities led to 
promoting reservation and restoration, in the contrary, 
some accelerated the deterioration of Buengsifai 
wetland. 
 Recommendations from this study in that 
state agencies, organizations and individuals, who 
involved in the wetland maintenance need to work 
together to coordinately supporting ecosystem for 
sustainable utilization. They should establish 
policies, strategies, plans, projects and activities in 
an integrated way. Additionally, budget allocation 
for projects and plans that will act in the Buengsifai 
wetland must be integrated before supporting. 
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Liqueed Sand: 
Hidden Danger of the Earthquake

: Nom Ngamnisai*

Introduction
 On May 5, 2014 at 6.08 pm Bangkok time, the large earthquake 
was shaking Chiang Rai. It was the strongest quake ever recorded in 
recent Thai history with the magnitude 6.3 Richter (as per Thai 
Meteorological Department), or 6.0 Richter (as per USGS : United State 
Geological Survey), or 6.2 Richter (as per EMSC : European 
Mediterranean Seismological Centre). The earthquake center was at 7.4 
kilometers deep and the epicenter co-ordinates was 19.68º North and 
99.69º East (or can be stated in traditional way as 19º40 48  North and 
99º41 24  East).

 The earthquake center was located in Dong-mada Sub-district, 
Mae Lao District, Chiang Rai. However, the quake could be sensed in 
7 provinces, i.e. Chiang Rai, Chaing Mai, Phayao, Nan, Phrae, Lampang, 
and Kamphaeng-Phet. The disaster affected 478 villages in 47 
sub-districts of 7 districts. There were 8,935 damaged residences and 
buildings, including 116 totally-destroyed households, 8,463 
partially-ruined households, 99 temples, 7 churches, 35 schools,  
1 college, 25 nursing centers, 6 factories, 1 hotel, 5 roads, 1 bridge,  
5 bridge-necks, and a river bank. Moreover, there were 2 casualties, 
23 injuries, and 54,542 people suffered from the quake,  which had also 
shaken Myanmar, of Thailand.
 The above-mentioned data have focused on direct effects of the 
earthquake which caused traditional Thai houses to collapse easily 
because they were built without taking the earthquake resistant  
engineering  into  account  as  Thailand had  never experienced disastrous 
earthquake before.
*Baan Bhumisart (Geography House) Pak Phii District, Nakorn Nayok Province

 Since it was the rst 

destructive earthquake in Thailand, 

most of people focused on main 

disaster directly resulted from the 

quake such as damaged buildings, 

cracked roads, destroyed Buddha 

images, fallen-down pagodas, or 

broken gable apex. Nevertheless, they 

overlooked a hidden danger of 

lique ed sand, a geological 

phenomenon caused by the 

earthquake.

Denition of Liqueed Sand
 Lique ed Sand has been 

de ned by the  transformation of sand 
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into liquid mass or saturated sand. Many people might 
be confused with Quicksand  term. Although both of 
them have the same physical feature in form of 
saturated sediment losing strength to support weight. 
They are originated from different causes. Quicksand 
was originally a thick sand layer of the earth surface. 
When water from surface in ltrates to underground or 
sea level rises togethe with pressure or vibration, sand 
will become liquid mass. When human or animal falls 
into quicksand, it will be dif cult to escape because the 
sand is too loose to support weight or footstep of a 
living creature that will then be sinking deeper at every 
single move. We called this state as Quicksand. But it 
is not lique ed sand since the lique ed sand is 
saturated sand rushing from underground to surface.
 

Origin of Liqueed Sand
 Lique ed sand is the transformation of sand 
into saturated sand or so-called soil liquefaction which 
is a phenomenon whereby a hard dried soil with regular 
humidity becomes saturated or partially saturated soil 
that substantially losses contacts between soil particles 
leading to losing ability to support weight. The loosen 
contact of sand particles results from vibration which 
normally caused by earthquake or trembling from 
human execution such as often running of heavy 
truckloads on the ground. In response to the shaking 
and soil compressing, water that lls the gaps between 
soil grains would increase in pressure and ow out 
towards the ground surface, normally through the crack 
of the surface. With suf cient pressure, soil particles, 
ranging from clay to coarse sand, or even pebbles, will 
be blown out to the surface.
 These particles will pile up along the crack 
which generally looks like a small shield-shaped 
volcano in round or long appearance according to the 
crack gure. Piles of sand grains can be many or few 
depending on earthquake intensity and physical 
features of the ground.
 Particles at the edge of the crack would be 
alternating from ne to coarse sand of which particle 
size is bigger than water element while smaller particles 
of clay can be swashed further to the mound area in 
form of mud.
  
Danger of Liqueed Sand
 If the liquefaction phenomenon occurs in the 
area occupied by large and heavy buildings, the effect 
can be devastated due to; (1) less ability of the ground 
to support weight; the buildings can be collapsed; (2) 
building foundation being destroyed and overbalanced 
along with the sand movement; the foundation poles 
will be inclined and lose ability to support building 
weight.
 However, big earthquake in Chiang Rai on 
May 5, 2014, had brought the phenomenon of lique ed 
sand to the agriculturaland villages area. Fortunately, 
the liquefaction was so minimal that it did not affect the 
buildings.
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the well depth so water had all leaked out. From the 
survey in short period, this had occurred in 2 places 
which were also photographed. One was Kongdej 
Takham’s house at 266 Moo 44, Tharn Thong, Phan 
District. The well nearby his house contained only clay 
at the bottom. Another well in Tharn Thong, Phan 
District, also had muddy bottom.
 Such incidence caused shortage of water for 
consumption to the villagers as the water supply system 
had not been installed yet. To nd new source of 
underground water was less likely because the crack 
had gone through the area so water could seeped out 
through the crack. Therefore, it was necessary to drill 
to the deeper level beneath the crack to possibly reach 
water source.
 2. The ground crack also resulted in scarcity 
of water supply for agriculture because the crack had 
gone through rice eld and farm area, like an 
underground network that reaching Lao River, 
the boundary of Mae Lao District and Phan District. 
Underground water, as a result, leaked through the 
crack into the river. When it came harvest time, the 
crack network would direct rain from the ground to the 
river. If there was not suf cient rain at that moment, 
farmers in these 2 districts would be unable to plant rice 
crops due to shortage of water supply. The problem  
would  be gradually resolved when sediment gradually 

ows through the ground crack and forms as an 
underground shield to prevent water from future 
leaking. This could take approximately 1-2 years.

Conclusion
 From the above statement, it was obvious that 
the lique ed sand phenomenon, a side-effect of 
earthquake, can be disastrous. Even though it did not 
happen this time, it was still likely to occur next time if 
the earthquake is stronger. Disaster was possible. 
Hence, residents in earthquake-prone area should be  
educated on the features  of lique ed sand in order to 
comprehend and to be able to apply as a criterion of 
housing location selection, that safe from the 
phenomenon.

Sand Liquefaction due to Chiang Rai 
Earthquake in 2014
 Writer went to study the phenomenon of 
lique ed sand at the sites of earthquake in Chiang Rai 
during May 8-9, 2014, few days after the shake. The 
visited sites were villages that had abundant lique ed 
sand, i.e. Baan Palun in Dong-mada, Mae Lao District, 
and Baan Pa Aoy in Jom Mhokkeaw, Mae Lao District, 
and  Baan  Paruak in Tharn Thong, Phan District. The 
writer  found  a  lot  of  micro-geomorphology of the 
liquefaction in these 3 villages in both community and 
rice eld  areas.  In community zone, lique ed sand was 
mainly destroyed by passengers and vehicles while that 
in rice eld remained as it originally occurred and, 
hence, was a good sample for study.
 At Baan Pa Aoy, a two-storied house oored 
with cement and tiles had been broken by wet sand 
rising through the oor. When the writer arrived, sand 
dregs had been totally removed. Only clay in form of 
mud was evidently left along the oor crack.

Effects of Sand Liquefaction from Chiang Rai 
Earthquake in 2014
 Although the sand liquefaction that occurred in  
Chiang  Rai Earthquake was not severely destructive, 
its consequences still has affected local people in the 
area.
 1. The ground crack caused by sand 
liquefaction had routed through water well of villages 
so water for consumption had leaked out. 
 Normally villagers in Mae Lao and Phan 
District would excavate water well at 1.00-1.20 meters 
wide and structure with round cement tube at 3-4 
meters deep. The crack was assumed to be deeper than 
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